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QP Code: B
Second Semester B.Tech Programme Examination June 2019 

Programming for Problem Solving  

Time: 3Hrs  Max. Marks: 100 

Note: Answer any FIVE full questions, choosing ONE full question from each module.  
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Module: 1  

1. a. Define a computer. List components of a computer & explain any two components. 
                       (07Marks) 

b. What is software? Write different types of software. Give an example for each.    
           (06Marks) 

c. What are computer networks? Explain LAN, WAN & MAN with example.       (07Marks)            
OR 

2. a. What is algorithm? Write an algorithm to find i. area of circle ii.  Area of Rectangle.  
                       (06Marks) 

b. Explain basic structure of C program with a simple addition program.             (08Marks) 
c. What is a data types? Explain any four primitive data types with an example.  (06Marks) 

Module: 2 
3. a. Explain printf & scanf functions in detail.             (06Marks) 

b. Write syntax for:   i. if    ii. if–else.   iii. nested–if –else.             (06Marks) 
c. Write C program to implement simple calculator which show +, –, *,  /  operators. 

           (08Marks) 
OR 

4. a. Write a C program to find largest among three numbers using nested if else.     (07Marks) 
b. Write syntax of while & do while & also demonstrate with any simple program. 

           (08Marks) 
c. Write syntax of break & continue.             (05Marks) 

Module: 3 
5. a. Write a C program to implement bubble sort technique.             (06Marks) 

b. Define string. How to declare string variable? Explain.             (04Marks)                    
c. Explain following string handling functions:            (08Marks) 

i. strlen     ii. strcpy   iii. strcat    iv. Strcmp 
d. Define array. How one dimensional and two dimensional arrays are declared.  (02Marks) 

OR 
6. a. Write a C program to read two dimensional array values & print the two dimensional  

array values.                       (08Marks) 
b. Write a C program to search an element using binary search method.            (06Marks) 
c. Write a C program to count vowels & consonants in string.             (06Marks) 

Module: 4 
7. a. What is a function in C? Explain the elements of user defined functions.            (10Marks) 

b. Explain parameter passing techniques with an example.                         (10Marks) 
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OR 
8. a. What are recursive functions? Write a C program to find factorial of a given number  

using recursive function.                         (08Marks) 
b. Explain catagories of functions.                         (12Marks) 

Module: 5 
9. a. Define structure. How to declare and initialize structures? explain with an example.  

                       (07Marks) 
b. What are pointers. How to declare & initialize pointers?              (07Marks) 
c. Write a C program to create structure called student & members of structure student are    

name, age, sem , sub and mark fields. Read & display student information.       (06Marks) 

       OR 
10. a. Define & give applications of :  i. Stack

        ii. Queue 
       iii. Linked list             (09Marks)

b. Write a C program to swap two numbers using pointer.             (06Marks) 
c. Explain pointer to pointer concept.             (05Marks) 


